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Introduction
It is widely recognised that infrastructure deteriorates over time due to environmental
impact on reinforced concrete and masonry structures leading to corrosion of structural
steel.
As a consequence, the industry has developed many examples of guidance and
standard documentation to inform on the best methods to assess, repair and protect
such structures should deterioration be observed (1-3).
This document develops the principles of performing a condition survey to a structure
and steps through the process to provide an assessment of service life as well as the
impact of intervention strategies to mitigate against the corrosion processes.
Rather than relying on modeling this is achieved by direct and continuous assessment
of the measured corrosion rate at strategic point locations across a structure derived
from monitoring of real structures.
Experience with Embedded Corrosion Rate Monitoring
C-Probe has pioneered the use of corrosion rate monitoring of structures since the
installation of the first probes in 1989 assessing the corrosion condition of reinforced
earth straps within the rail support structures at the Folkestone Terminus of the
Channel Tunnel with Mott MacDonald.
Since that time the company has overseen the installation and managed the data
acquisition and assessment of some 1,200 of its corrosion rate probes in over 60
projects in the UK, Ireland, USA and Hong Kong. These structures include bridges, car
parks, marine jetties, tunnels, reinforced concrete buildings and listed stone buildings.
Similarly data are measured over a considerable period of time for various embedded
materials such as, conventional reinforcement, post-tensioned and prestressed
tendons, steelframe and wrought iron.
These installations have been used for the early detection of corrosion from new as
well as retrofitted into existing structures. They have also been used to assess
mitigation solutions, notably surface-applied corrosion inhibitors and impressed current
cathodic protection as well as galvanic protection and assessment of the effectiveness
of waterproof membranes to reinforced concrete decks.
This has given us a valuable insight into the change of condition of structures arising
from the development of corrosion rate of steel over time for a variety of structural
elements exposed to varying climates and environments.
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This document compresses this experience into a step-through guide discussing the
company’s approach to condition surveying of structures with the aim of providing real
and useful data on structural change.
This culminates in the prediction of service life condition and the impact of timing and
type of intervention towards optimising the future health of the structure.
Surveying the Structure
It is now largely convention when trying to assess the present condition of a structure
to undertake the following tests on site as a minimum:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Visual observation and photographic record of faults
Half-cell potential survey and contour mapping
Chloride ion content by depth to steel
Carbonation by depth to steel
Delamination survey
Concrete cover assessment

This provides valuable information on present condition of the steel as well as factors
that may cause this to change with time.
Taking the half-cell contour map as a first step allows considered assessment of best
location for chemical and other testing. It also allows for spot testing of corrosion rate
that may act as a base condition value for future comparison.
Each type of measurement should not be taken in isolation so cross-correlation of
measured values becomes very important for the development of a repair and
protection strategy; dependent upon the level of existing damage this strategy may or
may not require structural strengthening in the design.
For example, an area demonstrating -250mVCSE would not necessarily spark concern
however, if we know that this value coincides with a chloride ion concentration of
>1.0%bwcement within 5mm of the depth of reinforcement then we may anticipate a
shortened service life at that location.
Similarly if that an area coincided with a spall then we can anticipate that the conditions
around the reinforcement steel will change imminently as the concrete and chloride are
removed before fresh high pH cementitious material replaces the old but the perimeter
area next to the patch becomes the area of concern.
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Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate how the half-cell contour map can identify areas with high
levels of corrosion risk (that is, corrosion potential values more negative than 350mVCSE). It can be argued that the contours are more valuable than the actual
potential values in identifying corrosion risk, as in the case of the car park deck shown
in Figures 1 and 2, with correlation between the corrosion risk and the delamination
survey requiring immediate repair that is superimposed on to the contour map.
Ideally it would be helpful to repeat the half-cell survey after the concrete repairs have
been undertaken to re-establish the condition of the deck and confirm that the nonspalled areas with negative potential values remain before selecting the optimum
mitigation option, although such an approach may be difficult contractually.

Figure 1:Half-cell potential colour contour corrosion risk map of car park deck

Figure 2: Delamination survey super-imposed over half-cell contour corrosion risk map

Prior to moving towards a designed solution where the condition of the structure is not
considered to be in a critical state, it may be prudent to further assess mitigation
solutions so as to yield the best long-term benefit.
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Installing permanent monitoring devices into the structure to view change over time
both before and after intervention to mitigate durability issues can be an effective
structural healthcare management tool. It can also provide the time and information to
justify the financial model for any eventual repair and protection strategy.
Developing a Continuous Monitoring Scheme
It should be noted that it is difficult (if not, misleading) to predict service life from a
single corrosion rate value measured at one moment in time, however, evolving this
measured base condition with permanently embedded probes allows a time line to be
established.
This is turn offers a platform to test both the service life expectation and the
performance of the design as it impacts the service life of the structure.
Typically, these probes are constructed as 2-electrode devices made up of a reference
electrode, silver/ silver chloride/ potassium chloride (SSC) and a counter or auxiliary
electrode (that is normally graphite, platinum, stainless steel or similarly noble and noncorroding material) with a lead wire manufactured integral to the device for connection
to the steel as the working electrode of a 3-electrode measurement cell.
Corrosion rate probes can be simply installed either by breakout of a small pocket or by
drilling and mortaring into position with a steel connection made to the steel being
targeted. It is important that the probe is in a position that leaves the steel being
monitored undisturbed.
With C-Probe corrosion rate probes these have an external ring of polymer body that
acts in the same manner as a guard ring thereby allowing assumption of the
polarizable area as contained within the diameter of the probe (see photographs
below).

Figures 3-5 from left to right the probes are C-Probe devices where the construction varies only
in the positioning of the sensor head to accommodate installation variations.
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These are normally:




CP101 (for breakout within reinforced concrete applications);
CP200 (for drilling into masonry structures where the steelframe position is
within the web or end flange) and the
CP300 (for drilling into position with a side positioned sensor head for either
reinforced concrete or masonry applications)

In new construction these probes can be used in addition to the corrosion rate probes
to design monitoring locations with specific requirements to gauge change in condition
of the structure with the CP80 chloride depth probe, CP70 resistivity probe and CP20/
CP10P reference electrodes.
Figure 6 shows a CP80 (4-depth) chloride ion depth probe in position prior to concrete
placement with a CP10P reference electrode used to monitor each chloride depth
junction and the corrosion potential value at that steel location for cross-correlation of
chloride movement through depth of cover to reinforcement with corrosion initiation and
start of the propagation phase.
These positions are designed to provide
information for a specific reason. For example,
in Hong Kong for the Rambler Channel Rail
Bridge in 1998 these probes were positioned
to compare the performance of land and
marine exposed reinforced concrete piers as
well as within the stitch between precast
segments.
Figure 6: Chloride depth probe and corrosion
potential device installed in a new construction

For existing structures we can develop the contour and delamination survey data for
the car park deck in Figures 1 and 2 to determine the strategic positioning of the
monitoring devices for retrofitting.
Figure 7 shows typical device position choices for the purpose of comparing
developing corrosion risk into a rate of corrosion profile assigned to regions where the
standards and guidelines would lead to the assessment of low (more positive than 200mVCSE), mid risk (between -201 and -349mVCSE) and high risk (more negative than 350mVVCSE) of corrosion developing.
In other terms this can equate to passive, initiation and propagation in the service life
model provided corrosion rate values confirm these respective statuses.
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Corrosion rate monitoring is normally performed using linear polarization resistance
method (LPRM) although being a 3-electrode arrangement then other tests may be
applied.
LPRM applies a small
current to the working
electrode (steel)
through the use of a
counter (or auxiliary)
electrode from the
native corrosion
potential (Ecorr). This
allows a stepped and
controlled polarization
of the steel normally to
20mV either side of
measured Ecorr
allowing anodic and
cathodic polarization
within the linear (Tafel)
region of the corrosion
cell.

Figure 7: Using survey data to allocate representative
monitoring locations for continuous monitoring

Noting the values of voltage across a known resistance allows calculation of the
resistance polarization (Rp) from which the Stern-Geary principle is applied to generate
a corrosion current.
Given the fixed position of the probe and its close proximity to the steel (normally
around 25mm) being monitored then an assumption is made of the area of polarization
that allows the calculation of corrosion current density and corrosion penetration rate
(CpR) to be calculated using Faraday’s Law.
These data can be assessed over time and trended to demonstrate change.
Developing Corrosion Rate to a Service Life Prediction
Understanding the point at which initiation becomes propagation, that is a sustained
increase in corrosion rate, is arguably the only way to be in full control of the repair and
protection process as the manager of a structure and plan optimum point of
intervention.
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This is also only possible by assessing the time development of corrosion rate to follow
the schematic service life model (5) shown in Figure 8.
In this model predicting the timing of intervention would be facilitated if the point of
sustained increase in CpR could be predicted. Similarly, the total service life can be
predicted as it relates to the maximum
permissible corrosion (MPC) capable of
being accommodated by any critical
structural element.
Intervention becomes the key to
managing the service life and being able
to provide a metric to the performance of
any mitigation system applied either at the
proactive or reactive maintenance stage
by developing the corrosion rate v time
plot after that intervention is the main
objective of assessing the effect that
intervention may have had.
Figure 8: Service Life Model – after Tuutti

Applying actual corrosion rate data to this model should allow the effect on service life
to be tested and allocate economic value to the design decision to proceed with an
intervention by assessing the effect on serviceable life of the structure or more
importantly any extension to the service or design life.
However, monitoring corrosion current density with time does not necessarily make this
assessment straightforward. Although we can observe corrosion rate reduction from
point of intervention can be observed and assessed over time as shown in Figure 9;
this does not allow assessment of the effect on that structural position in relation to
service life or service life extension.

Figure 9: Corrosion rate measured over time for untreated and inhibitor treated sample
locations
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For this example we can see that the control area that was left untreated (red)
continues to corrode whilst the treated area (blue) after approximately 280 days shows
a clear effect of the treatment, in this instance, by delaying the onset of corrosion.
Andrade et al (6) report that, whilst corrosion rate changes with temperature and the
evolution of corrosion itself, representation in the form of measured corrosion rate with
time may not demonstrate fully the link to the benefit to the structure. This they state
requires a determination of corrosion penetration at each age in the form of a P corr
(accumulated corrosion penetration) value.
Taking the data in Figure 7
and developing the values
in terms of associated
weight loss of steel and
generating from this a
cumulative weight loss in
µg.cm-2 or accumulated
corrosion at the age of
sample then this is
represented by Figure 10.
Figure 10: Accumulated
corrosion penetration of
untreated and treated
(inhibited) sample locations
with time.

Comparing this representation with the Tuutti model for service life is now interesting in
its correlation between the two plots as shown in Figure 11..

Figure 11: Comparison of Pcorr profile for control and mitigated samples to the developed Tuutti
service life model.
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Using the assessment of MPC as a benchmark for the structure derived from the
structural design then the
theoretical service or design life
of the particular construction
can be predicted. This in turn
can be tested against real data
derived from corrosion rate
monitoring embedded at
strategic and vulnerable
locations as an ongoing
observation by developing its
Pcorr profile.
The resulting evolved and
modified Tuutti schematic in
Figure 12 demonstrates this
principle.
Figure 12: Modified Service Life Model

Intervention to an Existing Structure
The examples outlined above, however, were monitored from new construction. The
development of an intervention plan when the structure already exists requires several
steps.
Interpolation of the starting position to assess where on the service life model each
strategically installed device position is starting from may be derived, albeit
subjectively, from the condition survey data. Base corrosion rate data taken alongside
the techniques listed above by spot manual testing can assist in confirming the validity
of such assessments.
In this example the cover to reinforcement was removed on 7 crossheads supporting
the bridge and corrosion rate monitoring installed directly to the steel before replacing
the cover with different strategies. Figure 10 has developed the P corr profile for 2 of the
strategies in the form of 50mm cover with a standard OPC mix and compared this
performance with cover comprising a GGBS/ OPC mix, also to 50mm.
The treatment of data for the plot with no strategic change to the crosshead is based
on the average of base values measured on site for the crossheads shown but
assumes that the same corrosion rate continues over the same 5 year time period. In
all likelihood this is a conservative assumption given that the crossheads were already
showing deterioration by accelerated chloride induced corrosion.
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In this simple example, Figure 13 demonstrates that without intervention then the
accumulation of corrosion would continue at a significantly higher rate without any
intervention but that the GGBS/OPC mix seems to operate more efficiently as a
protective cover than
the standard OPC
mix on its own.
Figure 13: Pcorr profiles
expressed in microns
loss of steel over time
for
different
bridge
crosshead
repair
strategies

Manipulation of
measured continuous
corrosion rate data in
the same manner as
new construction
measurements to create a Pcorr profile for that location can then be added to the
interpolated starting position. With sufficient sampling (device positions) then a
statistically valid profile can be formed of the full structure and its overall service life.
Adjustment of the Tuutti model to extrapolate a perceived service life extension to the
calculated service life based on the MPC threshold is then possible. Continuous
monitoring will test the ability of the structure to track the predicted service life
extension path over time as a meaningful management tool.
This is demonstrated in Figure 14 in the adjusted schematic and tested against icorr
data measured from an actual structure which has then been developed to its
associated Pcorr profile.
Schematic representation of this to compare the Tuutti service life model assuming
zero accumulated corrosion coincides with a reactive maintenance starting position of
18µm/yr that was the measured from the averaged base measurements and shows
that the extrapolated service life of these crossheads without intervention would have
likely been around the original design age.
However intervention with the cover replacement with standard OPC has extended the
service life to some 5 years but is dependent on the specific conditions and with GGBS
to over 50 years.
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The validity of these estimations of service life and service life extension derives from
the ability to monitor the structures over time and to track that real effect to the
projected serviceable life.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Corrosion rate monitoring embedded into strategic positioning within a structure can be usefully
planned through either initial surveying of an existing structure or at the design and construction
of a new structure.
2. Once installed data acquisition systems can readily be positioned to provide a representative of
the structure.
3. Corrosion rate over time provides information which with cross-correlation will provide an
ongoing record of deterioration for planning structure intervention or for the assessment of
protective measures.
4. Developing the icorr versus time plot to an accumulated corrosion or P corr profile allows this
vulnerability footprint to assess or track remaining service life.
5. For existing structures then the use of mitigation methods can be assessed for performance
both by standard methods but also by development of a P corr profile and tracking service life
extension with site accessed data from embedded probes.
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